Teanaway Community Forest Advisory Committee Meeting
September 11, 2014, 2:00 – 8:30 pm

AGENDA

2:00 Welcome, Review the Day, AC Business (Lisa Dally Wilson)
   • Approve Summary Meeting notes from 8-14-2014
   • TCFAC Schedule

2:10 Agency-Advisory Committee Process for Plan development
   • How will the Agencies use AC input
   • TCF Strategic Management Plan – What will it look like?
   • Agency synthesis of objectives & strategies: Hybrid approach showing both agency synthesis and AC input until strategy development has been vetted

2:45 Fish and Wildlife Considerations and Discussion
   • Tim Beechie (NOAA) – Roads and Floodplain Functionality - 20 min
   • Ben Maletzke (WDFW) – Wildlife – 15 min
   • Mike Livingston (WDFW) – Priority Stream Reaches – 15 min
   • Q&A

3:45 Break

4:00 Goals 1 and 4 – Objectives and Strategies
   • Present and Discuss
   • Next steps and opportunity to comment

6:00 Dinner (working)

6:15 Goal 3 - Recreation
   • Review of dot exercise results
   • Agency presentation of Objectives and Strategies
   • Options, Standards and Strategies for sustainable trails

8:15 Public Comment

8:30 Adjourn